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Summary

A key item for hazardous industries to understand is that while non-destructive examination (NDE) is a useful tool in the evaluation of continuing Fitness For Service (FFS), it must be used appropriately. This requires an understanding of the limitations of the techniques used, especially when dealing with geometries, environments, materials and access conditions which differ from previously validated applications.

This Information Sheet provides information that may be considered helpful in evaluating the selection of NDE techniques for specific applications to assess the FFS of industrial assets and lists some relevant (non-exhaustive) source material which may provide further information in this area.
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Introduction

1.1 Why is this document needed?

When using NDE techniques for the evaluation of fitness for service, confidence in the suitability of the methods for the task they are required to perform is essential. Assessing suitability requires sufficient competence, and a knowledge of available literature. EEMUA members have requested a source for identifying available publications that could be of use. Also the British regulator, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), has reported instances where NDE techniques have been used in the evaluation of continuing fitness for service (FFS) of equipment without an adequate demonstration of their relevant applicability and limitations.

In particular there have been cases where the limitations of applying techniques to new situations, in non-ideal conditions and using new operators, and the importance of accuracy, validation and specialist training, have not been properly understood. Using the data from these cases for assessment of FFS may, in potentially high consequence applications, represent a significant risk.
In many cases there is guidance available, but there may be an issue with knowing it is available. The appropriate selection and application of NDT can be a complex technical activity: depending upon the risks involved it may require specialist knowledge.

### 1.2 What are we trying to achieve?

This Information Sheet provides one possible approach to help select appropriate NDE techniques and to establish the need for further qualification along with supporting references that EEMUA members have found useful in the evaluation of continuing FFS of pressure systems. The references included may also be suitable for more general assessment of the condition of industrial plant.

References include UK, European, US and international standards, recommended practices, and guidance documents. There may be references that are contradictory and this document does not indicate any preference for one particular approach over another.

Note that this document does not consider items such as local health and safety considerations, site access and induction issues, or other operational concerns - it assumes that appropriate procedures are in place. Economic and operational availability considerations are also excluded – in some cases, a decision to replace, rather than undertake an FFS evaluation, may be more expedient.

### Areas of reference

#### 1.3 Key principles

There are a number of simple steps that can help determine whether an NDE technique is valid for use in a specific FFS evaluation.

In applying these steps, it is assumed that the types of in-service flaws expected, their most likely location and distribution, and the accept/reject criteria for the inspection have been identified. This may be through a risk based assessment process that develops an inspection plan based on a consideration of the ‘risk’ associated with the flaws (RBI) or more conventional time-based ‘deterministic’ inspection intervals.

However the inspection plan is derived, the key principle is to assess whether a specific NDE technique (or combination of different techniques) is capable of achieving the required inspection coverage with sufficient likelihood of detecting unacceptable flaws. This can be done by developing a technical justification for its use.

The step-by-step approach is given in **Figure 1** on page 5.

#### 1.4 Specific inspection application

In developing the technical justification, it should be recognised that the proposed NDE technique is being used for a specific inspection application. The following application-specific factors may be considered relevant:

- The environment in which the technique is to be applied, e.g. temperature/humidity/weather conditions affecting both equipment and operator;
- Whether the area to be inspected has restricted access or complex geometry e.g. that limits the technique’s application or the operator’s ability to view or manipulate equipment;
- Variation of materials from those for which the technique is typically used or previously qualified;
- Whether the surface conditions limit the application e.g. hot surfaces, badly corroded surfaces.
1.5 Technical justification

The technical justification is considered the main step in validating the selection of an NDE technique for a specific inspection application.

The technical justification is the consideration of all available information that, in the view of the duty holder, is sufficient to give an appropriate level of confidence that the coverage, sensitivity and accuracy can be achieved under the conditions in which the work will be carried out, by the staff who will perform it. This evidence could include a combination of factors, such as:

- The technique is accepted industry practice for this specific application
- There are appropriate standards and/or guidelines for the application of the technique
- There is previous successful experience of the technique in the specific application, either in-house or from external industry experience
- There are results available from relevant qualification trials, either in-house or from external industry experience
- There are results from relevant computer modelling

The depth of information required in a technical justification should be determined by the criticality of the inspection, the novelty of the technique in the specific application and the experience and competency of the NDE operators.

If, after assessing all available factors, it is determined that a selected technique cannot be justified for use in the specific application, it may then be appropriate to undertake additional qualification trials in order to validate its use.

1.6 Validation

Validation of an NDE technique for a specific application is considered the ‘end product’ of the technical justification.

Validation does not necessarily mean that additional qualification trials of the technique are required if the technical justification can demonstrate it is capable of meeting the requirements for the specific application.

1.7 NDE qualification

If additional qualification is required to validate an NDE technique, this may include a combination of steps such as:

- Relevant computer modelling
- Practical trials using test pieces to represent the specific application elements such as geometry, environment and restricted access
- ‘Blind’ trials to assess the competency of the intended operators

Several references, such as those provided by ENIQ and DNV, provide information on conducting additional qualification trials.

1.8 Competence and human factors

Duty holders should have a means of verifying operator competence for the particular technique used in the specific application. There should be clear instructions regarding how the technique is to be applied, the type of flaw they are trying to detect and where it is expected to be located, whether they are to report all findings or only ‘relevant indications’ and whether they
are responsible for interpretation as well as reporting. There should also be a clear route for them to raise concerns regarding access, equipment, data or other operational aspects.

1.9 Evaluation

As well as the results themselves being interpreted, there should be a review of the evaluation process itself, examining how successful it was, and whether it could be improved. The results of this review can then form part of future technical justifications.

1.10 Interpretation

Interpretation of the results from the NDE as an input into the FFS assessment should only be undertaken by someone competent to do so. Use of NDE data will require a degree of knowledge and understanding of the limitations of NDE when used in the FFS assessment including taking account of factors such as sensitivity, accuracy, probability of detection/rejection (PoD/PoR), sizing errors, coverage, and variability of results. For more critical applications, more careful interpretation is appropriate.

EEMUA Guidance

EEMUA has several publications which are relevant. These are listed below and in the Reference section.

EEMUA 193, Recommendations for the Training, Development and Competency Assessment of Inspection Personnel

EEMUA 206, Risk Based Inspection: A Guide to Effective Use of the RBI Process

EEMUA 231, The Mechanical Integrity of Plant Containing Hazardous Substances – A Guide to Periodic Examination and Testing

As well as this, EEMUA Technical Committees provide an opportunity to share good practice between technical experts.
Figure 1 – Selecting, assessing and using NDE techniques for evaluating integrity
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